Committed to Excellence in Healthcare...
A Winning Anti-biotic Range for Severe Infections...
Emergency Cure for Sure...

ANTACIDS & PRODUCTS AFFECTING THE GUT
Vitamins and Nutritional Supplements

Anti-Allergic, Cough & Cold
Paediatric Range...

Our Company provides promotional marketing material like Visual-aid, Medical Rep Bags, Product Cards, Product Brochure, Catchcovers etc along with gift items.
Pain Killer Range...

All Products are Certified with...

GMP Certified

ISO 9001: 2008

ISO 9001: 2000
SYSTACARE REMEDIES is the formulation division of the SARVEAR Group. Since its inception in 1971, the SARVEAR Group has grown tremendously to establish its name in the field of Bulk Drugs & Formulations. Besides earning the distinction of being a Reliable and Quality conscious contract manufacturer for leading Multinational companies, the group has established an extensive distribution network for its product range all over India and is also exporting its products to AFRICAN & ASIAN countries.

SYSTACARE REMEDIES has an Ultra modern facility to manufacture Small Volume Parenterals. The state of the art plant is Certified as per the latest C-G.M.P. norms & complies with Schedule M. The unit is managed by experienced Technical staff for production & quality control along with a team of expert technicians. To meet the growing demand of Pharmaceutical formulations in domestic & export market, the SARVEAR group has put another plant in Dehradun (Uttarakhand) an EXCISE FREE AREA.

Our Clientele:
- Glaxo Smithkline
- German Remedies
- Wyeth Lederle
- Maneesh Healthcare
- Plethico
- Gufic
- Intas
- Gland Pharma
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SYSTACARE REMEDIES is the formulation division of the SARVEAR Group. Since its inception in 1971, the SARVEAR Group has grown tremendously to establish its name in the field of Bulk Drugs & Formulations. Besides earning the distinction of being a Reliable and Quality conscious contract manufacturer for leading Multinational companies, the group has established an extensive distribution network for its product range all over India and is also exporting its products to AFRICAN & ASIAN countries.

SYSTACARE REMEDIES has an Ultra modern facility to manufacture Small Volume Parenterals. The state of the art plant is Certified as per the latest C-G.M.P. norms & complies with Schedule M. The unit is managed by experienced Technical staff for production & quality control along with a team of expert technicians. To meet the growing demand of Pharmaceutical formulations in domestic & export market, the SARVEAR group has put another plant in Dehradun (Uttarakhand) an EXCISE FREE AREA.

We are known for:
- Quality
- Service
- Expertise
- Network
- Satisfaction

Correspondence Address:
49, Industrial Estate,
P.O. Rayon & Silk Mills,
G.T. Road, Amritsar-143104

Marketing Office:
B-103, Jolly Makers Apartments-1,
10th Floor, Cuffe Parade,
Mumbai-400005

Works:
C-7, Sara Industrial Estate,
Village Rampur, Dehradun-Chakrata Road,
Selaqui, Dehradun-248197

Phone No.: 0183-3257131, 0183-2451106 M: 9417284263, 9417289306, Fax: 0183-2258130
Email: systacareremedies@rediffmail.com Website: www.systacareremedies.net
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